Introduction. Ever since Kan [9] introduced adjoint functors, several variants of this notion have appeared in the literature. One such is the generalization achieved by replacing the category of sets and mappings by any monoidal category (or "multiplicative category", cf. Benabou [2] ) and by relativizing to it all the ingredients entering into the description of an adjoint situation. We have shown in [3] that the theory of monads (Huber [8] and Eilenberg and Moore [6] , therein called "triples") carries over to the relative case. In particular, this applies to 2-monads (or "strong" monads) in 2-categories, as these are the notions relative to Cal.
Weaker types of adjointness for 2-functors have also been considered. Thus, Gray [7] defines "2-adjointness" by weakening the notion of a natural transformation and applies it to the fibred category construction.
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In this paper we introduce a notion of "lax adjointness" which encompasses those of strong adjointness and of 2-adjointness. From a formal point of view, we obtain it by weakening not just natural transformations but also the functors involved and by replacing the adjointness identities by adding appropriate 2-cells in their place-all of this tempered by the presence of four coherence conditions.
From a universal point of view a special instance called "normalized lax adjointness" has a nice interpretation: it is completely determined by giving a family of generalized Kan extensions which behave coherently.
We arrived at the above definitions not out of a mere wish to generalize but rather out of a desire to incorporate into the theory of 2-categories the notion of a relational algebra due to Barr [l] . Motivated by the same example, Burroni [5] introduced the notion of a "T-category", a more general structure than the relational algebras and liable to a variety of interesting applications.
We show here that any lax monad resolves into a lax adjoint pair by means of a category of lax algebras.
If the lax monad lies in Span % for some category X and is induced by a monad in X, its lax algebras are none other than the T-categories. This supplies us, in principle, with many more instances of lax adjointness than those originally envisaged. The details of these applications will not, however, be given here.
The contents of the paper are, briefly, as follows. In §1, we define the notion of a family of 1-cells in a 2-category u being coherently closed for Uextensions, where U is a given 2-functor ÍB -* a. The motivating example involves topological spaces (the relational algebras over the monad of ultrafilters in S«ii, as proved in [l] ) and is shown in detail to be part of an instance of the universal property. In §2, lax monads and the corresponding 2-category of lax algebras are defined. In V3 formal lax adjoints come in as a way to resolve lax monads; they also induce them. In §4 it is shown that any family of coherent Uextensions, in the sense of §1, determines a lax adjoint to U. The converse
Also note that the (/-extension of kx along itself, if it exists, is a pair rTT7;iff{ ¿as in X--* UX V(KX) (1.2) Definition. A family of 1-cells \tx'. X -> UX\, indexed by the objects of U, is said to be coherently closed for U-extensions Hi the following hold:
(i) for every /: X -» UY, the pair (/ , iff,) exists;
(ii) Ï77-fr"7) = /" and tU(l-^M n.
[iff( }f = ifrf;
Recall the description of the monad ß in S«ii., whose algebras are the compact T2-spaces (Manes [ll] ). For a set X, ßX is the set of all ultrafilters on X and a basis for the topology on ßX (making it into a compact T,-space) is given by all sets of the form A = V¿ £ ßX :A £ W\ for subsets A of X. The unit of the monad, 77: lg^ -♦ ß assigns, to a point x £ X, the principal ultrafilter on x, i.e., x = {A C X :x £ A\. Finally, if § € ßßX, the monad multiplication ft: ßß -* ß has the effect that px( §) = {A C X : A e £! e /SX.
In [1] , Barr showed that a topological space is a relational algebra for the monad ß. If Y is a topological space, let 6: ßY --Y denote the relation on ßY x Y which is determined by the condition: (JB, y) £ 6 iff SB -» y (i.e., 58 converges to y).
Let us extend the functor ß: S«to. -» Setzt over to a /S: 3ve£ -* Stet?, where 5d£
is the 2-category of sets, relations and inclusions of their graphs as 2-cells. This is done in [l] as follows: given a relation r:X -* Y, decompose it as x-r-*rT-'-* v. If we recall that, for a function /: X -> Y, ßf: ßX -> ßY assigns to an ultrafilter 11 £ ßX the filter generated by sets of the form /A for A e II, the latter denoted /[ll] and automatically an ultrafilter, we have now the following description of ßr: let (11, SB) £ ßX x ßY. Then, (11, SB) 6 /3r iff there exists S 6 ;3(r.) such that djm = 11 and crm = SB.
Recall also Barr's observation that, in general, for composable relations r and s one only has ß(r • s) < ß(r) « ß(s). This will later on be called a "lax functor". x £ X such that (x, y) £ r and 11 -» x.
We make some remarks on this notion. ßX -Y as follows: (11, y) £ F iff there exists SB £ ßY such that (11, SB) £ ßr and such that SB -> y. We show now that F is a (/-extension of r along t¡x (note that 2-cells need not be specified in this example). First, we show that r < F • r/x. This statement says: given (x, y) £ r it follows that (x, y) £ F. In order to see that this is so, we only need to observe that, since y -» y in any topology, (x, y) £ ßr. Now, let 52 be the principal ultrafilter on (x, y) in T . Clearly ¿.
[52] = x while cr[52] = y.
Next, we wish to show that F: ßX -» Y satisfies the condition (1.3.1), i.e., that 6 ' ßF <r~'Px holds. To do so, endow T-with a topology Ç, in the canonical way so as to have both diagrams below commutative: Let us verify the universality of ~: ßX -* V among all relations s: ßX -» Y for which (x, y) £ r implies (x, y) £ s, i.e., show that in that case T < s, which means that fot all U £ ßX and y £ Y, (11, y) £ r~ implies (U, y) e s. Given (il, y) £ T, let S e /3Y be such that S -y and (U, S3) e ßr. Such a S exists by the definition of r .
Since s satisfies (1.3.1) one knows that (11, y) £ s provided one can find some § £ ßßX with § -• Ü and ( §, S3) e /3s. We claim that § = 77X(U) has these properties.
(1) r,x(U)-U.
Let 11 e A, for some A C X. This means simply that A € 11. We want to show that for some B £^-, A contains t]x(B) so that 3iu C <7X (11) (2) (r,x01), 33)e/35.
Since ( It remains to check on the coherence of these extensions. For this, observe that the diagrams below are all (7-extension diagrams:
for X a set and (Y, d) a topological space.
Let us show (i): by definition of r¡Y • r: ßX -* ßY, (U, 33) £ r¡Y • r iff there exists some 1 e ßßY such that (11, 52 ) e ß(-qY . r) and B -S3. Equivalently, there exists some S3' £ ßY with (U, S3') e /3r and r/y(S3') -» S3 (or ,7y(S3') = SB).
The last condition implies that SB = SB' and therefore, (11, SB) e jjy • r iff (11, Sß) e ßr. _ Conditions (ii)and (iii) are obvious: (SB, y) £ ly iff SB -» y, i.e., iff (SB, y) e 6, and (11, 11' ) £ r^Tiff ^(ll) -» U', i.e., iff U = tt'.
The second coherence condition in ( 1.2) 
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Remarks. If T is a 2-functor, n and ii strongly natural and if all the 2-cells
A.x, px and ax ate identities we obtain precisely a strong monad. One could also assume that T is a 2-functor and that the 2-cells kx, px and a are identities, leaving the transformations to be lax. The resulting notion of monad corresponds to the 2-adjointness notion given by Gray. 
Remarks. Let Ji be any category, T a monad on A. Let U. = öpan X, the bicategory of spans (cf. Burroni [5] ). In the "same" way that a monad on Seta, induces a lax monad on Jve£ (cf. Barr [l] ) one can show that T induces a lax monad, also called T, on bpan X. The lax T-algebras in this case are precisely the T-categories of Burroni. We leave the details to the reader» Note that this application requires the slight generalization of lax functors, etc., suggested in the remarks after (2.1), unless a choice of pullbacks is made in X so as to have upan X a 2-category. 
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The reasons for the commutativity of each of the subdiagrams is indicated as follows: a number such as (2.5.1) indicates that this condition is used essentially but it leaves unspecified which is the lax T-morphism in question, the reader can, however, identify it easily. Above, e.g., (2.2.2) refers clearly to rj.
The notation'^ywill be used when a diagram commutes by no special reason, e.g., above it does because both composites are clearly equal to y (2.6.
2) The pair (gf; y *<f>) satisfies (2.5.2) . This follows from the following commutative diagram: 
The result now follows from (2.1.3) for T.
It remains to specify the 2-cells of (Í and to show that it is a 2-category. Remark. This definition could have been stated more generally with U a dual (or right) lax functor. In that case the symmetry of the conditions would be more apparent. However, as we shall see, any lax monad resolves into a pair F, U with U a 2-functor and F a lax adjoint to U in the above sense.
The above definition yields immediately: (3.2) Proposition. Let (F, r¡, e, (Lx), (Ry)) be the data for a formal lax adjoint to a 2-functor ¡7:$ -» ff. Then, the data (UF, 7] , UeF, (U(LX)), (R,FXy), (Ue, A) is that of a lax monad in ff said to be generated by U and the given \eFX> lax adjoint to U.
Proof. We split up the proof into the verification of the required conditions. and commutes by an application of (3.1.1) with g = cFX' FUFX -» FX.
Let us indicate how to obtain the remaining conditions on a lax monad: w (2.3(1.2)) follows also from application of (3.1.1), this time with g = Ff: FX-FX'; (2.3(1 ) ) follows from (3.1.1 ) simply by applying U to the diagram; (2.3(2) ) is a consequence of (3.1.2) and it is obtained by applying U again; (2.3 (2 )) follows from (3.1.2 ), in fact: it is the very same condition.
The remaining conditions, i.e., (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) do not depend on the coherence axioms for a lax adjoint but only on the lax naturality of e. We shall be more explicit here since the diagrams may be not easy to find on a first try. Finally, (2.3(3.3) ) is an application of (2. Proof. The data for a lax adjoint to U is given as follows.
(3.3.1) A lax functor F : u ~* u given in this way. For an object X of U, let FT(X)=(TX). j with i. j = px and k. ) = ax' That this is the data for a lax T-algebra follows directly from (2.3(1.1)), (2.3(2) ) and (2.3(3.2) ). If /: X -X' is any 1-cell in Ö, define FT(/)= (Tf; ft,). That this is a lax T-homomorphism F (X) -> F (X ) is a direct consequence of (2.3(1.2)) and (2.3(3.3) ).
Let FT(a) = Ta tot any 2-cell a: f -»/'. That Ta is also a 2-cell in CfT,
i.e., that (2.6.7) is satisfied1 for any a, follows from (2.2.3) for lax natural p.
The rest of the data is given by ex = ex and c . = c ,. That these are well defined can be shown by using (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) respectively. E.g., since ex: T(lx) -» 1TX and since F (lx) = (T(lx); fi(I J and 1 T = T _ 'X F (X ) (l_x; px • erx), in order for ex to be a 2-cell F (lx) -* 1 T in Cl , the following, i.e., (2.6.7) must be satisfied.
• T(lx).px px. TT(lx) /VTXeJ) r*X • T(1TX)
The reasons for the commutativity are indicated inside the diagram. We leave to FT the reader a similar verification with regard to c ..
That F is a lax functor now follows directly from F a lax functor and U a 2-functor. Also, their composite is T. after computing the domain and codomain of e,,,., we must have (2.6.7) satisfied for (f>. This says precisely that (/; <f>) satisfies (2.5.2), which is one of the two conditions stating that it is a lax T-homomorphism. Thus, also c,,,. is well defined.
It remains to check that the definitions of e,x j and f/*.^» given above make e a lax natural transformation. This is immediately observed by simply writing down what this means. We let the reader carry out these computations. and that its codomain should be, simply, 0-TX\ Px ' eTX)" That Ax verifies (2.6.7) and is thus a 2-cell in ff , is spelled out in the condition (2.3(3.1)) on the lax monad T.
Define R,v »: 1 _ -♦ U elv .
• n _ by letting Rlv .= t,: lv-* <*£> t/T(X¿r) {XÇ> uT(xp & (Xf) f X £ • r¡x. This is clearly well defined.
We verify, lastly, the axioms for the formal lax adjointness of (FT, rj, e, Lx, R{X j) to UT: ffT -ff, as in (3.1).
Let us mention briefly how this is done, letting the reader convince himself by writing down the appropriate diagrams: (3.1.1*) for /: X -X'in ff, results in (2.3(1*)) on the lax mpnad T; (3.1.2) with a lax T-algebra Yq is precisely condition (2.4.2) on the latter; (3.1.2 ) is just (2.3(2 ) ) on the lax monad T.
This completes the proof, once we make sure that the lax monad induced in the sense of (3.2) is indeed T. We have seen already that the lax functor t/TFT = T and rz is the same in both. But also, UT(e T ) = UT(py ; a ) = p whereas .,. in the terminology of (1.1) with kx = 77x. defined, all we must now do is check F is a lax functor with these.
(4) We verify the conditions of (2.1) of F. For these, the uniqueness part in the definition of the extensions will prove the essential tool.
Proof of (2. Proof of (2.1.2). Similar to the previous one and left to the reader.
Proof of (2.1.3) . Begin by observing the commutativity of the diagrams below for any 1-cells X -^ y, y -** Z, Z -^ W: 
Calling this ■UFig'f').rjx UFg'-r,,, UFg'-7iY.f-UuFg'-UFf
Next, we observe that
since Vz ■ gf- 
